War Against Terror
or
Terror For War ?

John Schou

This edition contains a number of essays, which I have elaborated since 2003. The first
was a study on ‘The Murder of David Kelly’ which contains only few useful references.
The next was the big study of 9/11 (the attack on World Trade Center, September 11,
2001) which is not only the biggest but also of crucial importance in understanding the
following. It is important to realize what a state is capable of doing against its own
citizens in order to conceive what happens at other places. Simultaneously, 9/11 is the
only of the terror attacks where the masterminds can be considered proved to be found
in the own government. In the other cases considered here (short of the leaked
documents), state-bound officials are certainly involved but a link quite up to the top
remains speculative. However, the following quotation can stand for this whole collection:
“If there is anything positive [of 7/7], it is the widespread recognition … that the terrorists and
those who claim to fight the war on terrorism are one and the same people” [1].

Slowly, it has become clear that we are not only betrayed by those who should actually
defend us but also by those, who should report about their in justice. The global press
has become so censored as never since end of the 2nd World War. Fortunately, crucial
news slip through from time to time, for which some sources are more prone to let it
happen than others. The above cited ‘widespread recognition’ is generally not reflected in
the mainstream media and has led to the creation of numerous blogs of alternative news
in the Internet, not because it is just easily possible but because an ever larger part of
the population worldwide react to being lied to by the press. I soon learned that there are
certain subjects automatically to be dealt with suspicion (you may call it paranoia).
A special aspect may appear to cover a disproportional size in this coverage.
Indeed, Israel is responsible for a disproportionate part of the world’s crises. Moreover, it
is a racist state, still utilizing ethnic cleansing in its chronical conquest (since 1947)
through colonisation of Palestinian soil. Not a day passes without serious assaults on the
original inhabitants, not always a clearly racist act but at latest turning such with its
consecutive treatment by officials. One must almost admire how the culprits have
managed to cover their crimes and can instead refer to a broad support (or at least
absolute passivity) in the Western governments. Pointing this out, I also want my
analysis of the concept of anti-Semitism (raised by each criticism of the Jewish actions in
Palestine/Israel) to be understood as part of this collection.
There are two versions: ‘Private’ and ‘Internet’. The ‘Private Versions’ are
occasionally richly illustrated by pictures on the Net, but all have found their way there.
The ‘Internet Versions’ mostly only consists of text. The singular manuscripts are brought
in the order in which they were written and are steadily supplemented. On January 20,
2010, these were:
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We must die sometime, but must we die stupid?

"All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed, second
it is violently opposed, and third, it is accepted as self-evident."
Arthur Schopenhauer, 1788-1860

"Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little
temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety"
(attributed Benjamin Franklin, 1706-90)

"If 9/11 is not such a deception, it's an execption to the rule"
Barrie Zwicker, in "The Great Conspiracy"

Why on earth would those already guilty of high treason, mass murder
and war crimes fail to follow up on their earlier efforts?
Captain Eric H. May, Feb. 2008
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